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Mixed-quantum-state detection with inconclusive results
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We consider the problem of designing an optimal quantum detector with a fixed rate of inconclusive results
that maximizes the probability of correct detection, when distinguishing between a collection of mixed quan-
tum states. We show that the design of the optimal detector can be formulated as a semidefinite programming
problem, and derive a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for an optimal measurement. We then develop
a sufficient condition for thescaled inverse measurementto maximize the probability of correct detection for
the case in which the rate of inconclusive results exceeds a certain threshold. Using this condition we derive the
optimal measurement for linearly independent pure-state sets, and for mixed-state sets with a broad class of
symmetries. Specifically, we consider geometrically uniform~GU! state sets and compound geometrically
uniform ~CGU! state sets with generators that satisfy a certain constraint. We then show that the optimal
measurements corresponding to GU and CGU state sets with arbitrary generators are also GU and CGU,
respectively, with generators that can be computed very efficiently in polynomial time within any desired
accuracy by solving a reduced size semidefinite programming problem.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.67.042309 PACS number~s!: 03.67.Hk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum-information theory refers to the distinctive i
formation processing properties of quantum systems, wh
arise when information is stored in or retrieved from qua
tum states. A fundamental aspect of quantum informat
theory is that nonorthogonal quantum states cannot be
fectly distinguished. Therefore, a central problem in quant
mechanics is to design measurements optimized to dis
guish between a collection of nonorthogonal quantum sta

We consider a quantum-state ensemble consisting om
positive semidefinite Hermitian density operators$r i , 1< i
<m% on an n-dimensional complex Hilbert-spaceH, with
prior probabilities$pi.0,1< i<m%. For our measurement,
we consider general positive operator-valued measures@1,2#,
consisting of positive semidefinite Hermitian operators t
form a resolution of the identity onH.

Different approaches to distinguish between the den
operatorsr i have emerged. In one approach, the meas
ment consists ofm measurement operators which are d
signed to maximize the probability of correct detection. Ne
essary and sufficient conditions for an optimu
measurement maximizing the probability of correct detect
have been developed@3–5#. Closed-form analytical expres
sions for the optimal measurement have been derived
several special cases@6–11#. In particular, the optimal mea
surement for pure and mixed-state ensembles with br
symmetry properties, referred to as geometrically unifo
~GU! and compound GU~CGU! state sets, are considered
Refs.@10,11#. Iterative procedures maximizing the probab
ity of correct detection have also been developed for case
which the optimal measurement cannot be found explic
@12,5#.

More recently, a different approach to the problem h
emerged, which in some cases may be more useful.

*Electronic address: yonina@ee.technion.ac.il
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approach, referred to as unambiguous quantum-state
crimination, combines error-free discrimination with a ce
tain fraction of inconclusive results@13–20#. The basic idea,
pioneered by Ivanovic@13#, is to design a measurement th
with probability b returns an inconclusive result, but if th
measurement returns an answer, then the answer is co
with probability 1. In this case, the measurement consists
m11 measurement operators corresponding tom11 out-
comes, wherem outcomes correspond to detection of each
the states and the additional outcome corresponds to an
conclusive result. Chefles@18# showed that a necessary an
sufficient condition for the existence of unambiguous m
surements for distinguishing between a collection of p
quantum states is that the states are linearly independent
states. Necessary and sufficient conditions on the opti
measurement minimizing the probabilityb of an inconclu-
sive result were derived in Ref.@20#. The optimal measure
ment when distinguishing between GU and CGU pure-s
sets was also considered in Ref.@20#, and was shown unde
certain conditions to be equal to the equal-probability m
surement~EPM!.

An interesting alternative approach for distinguishing b
tween a collection of quantum-states, first considered
Chefles and Barnett@21# and Zhang, Li, and Guo@22# for
pure-state ensembles, and then later extended by Fiur´šek
and Jezˇek @23# to mixed-state ensembles, is to allow for
certain probability of an inconclusive result, and then ma
mize the probability of correct detection when a conclus
result is obtained. Thus, in this approach, the measurem
again consists ofm11 measurement outcomes. Howeve
now the outcomes do not necessarily correspond to per
detection of each of the states. Indeed, if, for example,
quantum states are linearly dependent pure states, then
fect detection of each of the states is not possible@18#. None-
theless, by allowing for inconclusive results, a higher pro
ability of correct detection can be obtained for the case
which a conclusive result is obtained in comparison with
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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probability of correct detection attainable without inconc
sive results.

Necessary conditions as well as a set of sufficient con
tions on the optimal measurement operators maximizing
probability of correct detection subject to the constraint t
the probability of an inconclusive result is equal to a const
b were derived in Ref.@23#, using Lagrange multiplier
theory. It was also pointed out in Ref.@23# that obtaining a
closed form analytical solution to the optimal measurem
operators directly from these conditions is a difficult pro
lem.

In this paper, we extend the results of Ref.@23# in several
ways. First, using principles of duality in vector space op
mization, in Sec. III we show that the conditions derived
Ref. @23# are both necessary and sufficient. We also sh
that the Lagrange multipliers can be obtained by solvin
reduced size semidefinite programming problem@24#, which
is a convex optimization problem. By exploiting the ma
well-known algorithms for solving semidefinite program
@24–27#, the optimal measurement can be computed v
efficiently in polynomial time within any desired accurac
Furthermore, in contrast to the iterative algorithm propos
in Ref. @23#, which is only guaranteed to converge to a loc
optimum, algorithms based on semidefinite programming
guaranteed to converge to the global optimum.

Second, we derive a general condition in Sec. IV un
which thescaled inverse measurement~SIM! is optimal. This
measurement consists of measurement operators that are
portional to the reciprocal states associated with the gi
state ensemble, and can be regarded as a generalizati
the EPM to linearly dependent pure-state sets and m
states.

Third, we develop the optimal measurement for state s
with broad symmetry properties. Specifically, in Sec. V w
consider GU state sets defined over a finite group of uni
matrices. We obtain a convenient characterization of the S
and show that the SIM operators have the same symme
as the original state set. We then show that for a pure
state set and for values ofb exceeding a certain threshold
the SIM is optimal. For a mixed GU state set, under a cer
constraint on the generator and for values ofb exceeding a
threshold, the SIM is again shown to be optimal. For ar
trary values ofb, the optimal measurement operators cor
sponding to a pure or mixed GU state set are shown to
GU with the same generating group. As we show, the g
erators can be computed very efficiently in polynomial tim
within any desired accuracy.

In Sec. VI we consider CGU state sets@28#, in which the
states are generated by a group of unitary matrices u
multiple generators. We obtain a convenient characteriza
of the SIM for CGU state sets, and show that the SIM v
tors are themselves CGU. Under a certain condition on
generators and for values ofb exceeding a threshold, th
SIM is shown to be optimal. Finally we show that for arb
trary CGU state sets and for arbitrary values ofb, the opti-
mal measurement operators are also CGU, and we pro
an efficient algorithm for computing the optimal generato

It is interesting to note that a closed form analytical e
pression exists for the optimal measurement when dis
04230
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guishing between GU and CGU~possibly mixed! state sets
with generators that satisfy a certain constraint, under eac
the three approaches outlined to quantum detection, whe
the last approach we assume thatb exceeds a given thresh
old. Furthermore, as shown in Refs.@11,20# and in Secs. V
and VI, the optimal measurement operators correspondin
GU and CGU state sets are also GU and CGU, respectiv
under each one of the three outlined optimality criteria.

Before proceeding to the detailed development, we p
vide in the following section a statement of our problem.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Assume that a quantum channel is prepared in a quant
state drawn from a collection of given states represented
density operators$r i ,1< i<m% on an n-dimensional com-
plex Hilbert spaceH. We assume without loss of generali
that the eigenvectors ofr i ,1< i<m, collectively span@43# H
so thatm>n. Sincer i is Hermitian and positive semidefi
nite, we can expressr i as r i5f if i* for some matrixf i ,
e.g., via the Cholesky or eigendecomposition ofr i @29#. We
refer tof i as afactor of r i . The choice off i is not unique;
if f i is a factor of r i , then any matrix of the formf i8
5f iQi , where Qi is an arbitrary matrix satisfyingQiQi*
5I , is also a factor ofr i .

To detect the state of the system a measurement is
structed comprisingm11 measurement operators$P i ,0< i
<m% that satisfy

P i>0, 0< i<m,

(
i 50

m

P i5I . ~1!

Each of the operatorsP i ,1< i<m correspond to detection o
the corresponding statesr i ,1< i<m, andP0 corresponds to
an inconclusive result. We seek the measurement opera
P i that maximize the probabilityPD of correct detection,
subject to the constraint that the probabilityPI of an incon-
clusive result is equal to a constantb,1.

Given that the transmitted state isr j , the probability of
correctly detecting the state using measurement opera
$P i ,1< i<m% is Tr(r jP j ) and the probability of a detection
error is( i 51,iÞ j

m Tr(r jP i). Therefore, the probability of cor
rect detection is given by

PD5(
i 51

m

piTr~r iP i !, ~2!

wherepi.0 is the prior probability ofr i with ( i pi51, and
the probability of a detection error is given by

PE5(
i 51

m

(
j 51,j Þ i

m

piTr~r iP j !. ~3!

The probability of an inconclusive result is
9-2
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PI5(
i 51

m

piTr~r iP0!5Tr~DP0!5b, ~4!

where for brevity we denote

D5(
i 51

m

pir i . ~5!

Our problem is to find the measurement operators$P i ,0< i
<m% that maximizePD of Eq. ~2! subject to the constraint
~1! and ~4!.

Note that since Tr(r i)51 for all i,

PD1PE1PI5(
i 51

m

piTr~r i !51. ~6!

Each of the three approaches to quantum detection outl
in the introduction correspond to maximizingPD subject to
different constraints onPI and PE . The standard quantum
detection problem is to maximizePD subject to PI50,
which implies that P050. Therefore, this approach i
equivalent to seekingm measurement operatorsP i>0,1< i
<m satisfying( i 51

m P i5I to maximizePD , or equivalently,
minimize PE . In unambiguous quantum-state discriminati
the problem is to choosem11 measurement operators
maximizePD , or equivalently minimizePI , subject toPE
50. As shown in@18#, it is not always possible to choos
measurement operators such thatPE50. For example, if the
state ensemble is a pure-state ensemble consisting of de
operatorsr i of the form r i5uf i&^f i u for a set of linearly
dependent vectorsuf i&, then there is no measurement th
will result in PE50. Nonetheless, we may seek the measu
ment operators that minimizePE , or equivalently, maximize
PD , subject toPI5b for someb,1. By allowing for b
.0 we can achieve a larger probability of correct detect
when a conclusive result is obtained than that which can
achieved using the standard quantum detection approac
which we require thatb50.

Equipped with the standard operations of addition a
multiplication by real numbers, the spaceB of all Hermitian
n3n matrices is ann2-dimensionalreal vector space. As
noted in Ref.@23#, by choosing an appropriate basis forB,
the problem of maximizingPD subject to Eqs.~1! and ~4!
can be put in the form of a standard semidefinite progra
ming problem, which is a convex optimization problem; f
a detailed treatment of semidefinite programming proble
see, e.g., Refs.@24–27#. Recently, methods based o
semidefinite programming have been employed in a var
of different problems in quantum detection and quantum
formation@5,20,30–35#. By exploiting the many well-known
algorithms for solving semidefinite programs@24#, e.g., inte-
rior point methods@44# @25,27#, the optimal measuremen
can be computed very efficiently in polynomial time with
any desired accuracy.

The semidefinite programming formulation can also
used to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for o
mality, which we discuss in the following section.
04230
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III. CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMALITY

Using Lagrange multipliers, it was shown in Ref.@23# that

a set of measurement operators$P̂ i ,0< i<m% maximizesPD
subject toPI5b for a state set$r i ,1< i<m% with prior prob-
abilities $pi ,1< i<m% if there exists an HermitianX̂ and a
constantd̂ satisfying

X̂>pir i , 1< i<m, ~7!

X̂>d̂D, ~8!

such that

~X̂2pir i !P̂ i50, 1< i<m, ~9!

~X̂2 d̂D!P̂050. ~10!

It was also shown that Eqs.~9! and ~10! are necessary con
ditions for optimality.

In Appendix A we use duality arguments similar to tho
used in Ref.@5# to show that Eqs.~7!–~10! arenecessary and
sufficientconditions for optimality, so that a set of measur
ment operatorsP̂ i maximizesPD subject toPI5b if and
only if there exists an HermitianX̂ and a constantd̂ satisfy-
ing Eqs.~7!–~10!. Furthermore, we show thatX̂ andd̂ can be
determined as the solution to the following semidefinite p
gramming problem:

min
XPB,dPR

$Tr~X!2db%, ~11!

whereB is the set ofn3n Hermitian operators andR de-
notes the reals, subject to

X>pir i , 1< i<m,

X>dD. ~12!

The problem of Eqs.~11! and ~12! is referred to as thedual
problem.

Note that the dual problem involves many fewer decis
variables than the primal maximization problem. Spec
cally, in the dual problem we haven211 real decision vari-
ables while the primal problem has (m11)n2 real decision
variables. Therefore, it is advantageous to solve the d
problem and then use Eqs.~9! and ~10! to determine the
optimal measurement operators, rather than solving the
mal problem directly. Once we determineX̂ and d̂, the opti-
mal measurement operatorsP̂ i can be computed using Eqs
~9! and~10!, in a similar manner to that described in Ref.@5#.

We summarize the results of Appendix A in the followin
theorem:

Theorem 1 (necessary and sufficient conditions).Let
$r i ,1< i<m% denote a collection of quantum states wi
9-3
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prior probabilities$pi.0,1< i<m%. Let L denote the set o
all ordered sets of Hermitian measurement operatorsP
5$P i% i 50

m that satisfyP i>0, ( i 50
m P i5I and Tr(DP0)5b

whereD5( i 51
m pir i , and letG denote the set of Hermitian

matricesX and scalarsd such thatX>pir i ,1< i<m and X
>dD. Consider the problem maxPPLJ(P) and the dual prob-
lem minX,dPGT(X,d), where J(P)5( i 51

m piTr(r iP i) and
T(X,d)5Tr(X)2db. Then

~1! For anyX,dPG andPPL, T(X,d)>J(P);

~2! there is an optimalP, denoted P̂, such that Ĵ

5J(P̂)>J(P) for any PPL;
~3! there are an optimalX andd, denotedX̂ and d̂, such

that T̂5T(X̂,d̂)<T(X,d) for any X,dPG;
~4! T̂5 Ĵ;
~5! necessary and sufficient conditions on the optim

measurement operatorsP̂ i are that there existsX,dPG such
that

~X2pir i !P̂ i50, 1< i<m,

~X2dD!P̂050;

~6! given X̂ and d̂, necessary and sufficient conditions o
the optimal measurement operatorsP̂ i are

~X̂2pir i !P̂ i50, 1< i<m,

~X̂2 d̂D!P̂050.

In Ref. @5# the authors consider the standard quantum
tection problem of choosingm measurement operator
$P i ,1< i<m% to maximize PD subject toPI50, and de-
velop a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for o
mality on the measurement operators. Specifically, using
approach similar to that used in Appendix A they show tha

set of measurement operators$P̂ i ,1< i<m% maximizesPD
subject toPI50 for a state set$r i ,1< i<m% with prior prob-
abilities $pi ,1< i<m% if there exists an HermitianX̂ satisfy-
ing

X̂>pir i , 1< i<m,

~X̂2pir i !P̂ i50, 1< i<m. ~13!

Furthermore, they show that the conditions~13! imply that
the rank of each optimal measurement operatorP̂ i ,1< i<m
is no larger than the rank of the corresponding density
erator r i ,1< i<m. In particular, if the quantum state en
semble is a pure-state ensemble consisting of~not necessarily
independent! rank-one density operatorsr i5uf i&^f i u, then
the optimal measurement maximizingPD subject toPI50 is
a pure-state measurement consisting of rank-one mea
ment operatorsP i5um i&^m i u.

The conditions~13! for a set of measurement operators
maximizePD subject toPI50 are equivalent to condition
~7! and ~9! on a set of measurement operators to maxim
04230
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PD subject toPI5b. Therefore, using the results in Ref.@5#
we have the following proposition:

Proposition 2.Let $r i ,1< i<m% denote a collection of
quantum states with prior probabilities$pi ,1< i<m%. Then
the optimal measurement that maximizesPD subject to
PI5b consists of measurement operators$P0,1< i<m%
with rank(P i)<rank(r i),1< i<m. In particular if
$r i5uf i&^f i u,1< i<m% is a pure-state quantum ensemb
then the optimal measurement is a pure-state meas
ment consisting of measurement operators of the fo
$P i5um i&^m i u,1< i<m,P05I 2( i 51

m um i&^m i u%.
As pointed out in Ref.@23#, obtaining a closed-form ana

lytical expression for the optimal measurement operators
rectly from the necessary and sufficient conditions for op
mality of Theorem 1 is a difficult problem. Since Eq.~11! is
a ~convex! semidefinite programming@24,25,27# problem,
there are very efficient methods for solving Eq.~11!. In par-
ticular, the optimal matrixX̂ and optimal scalard̂ minimiz-
ing Tr(X)2db subject to Eq.~12! can be computed in Mat
lab using the linear matrix inequality~LMI ! Toolbox ~see
Refs.@5,20# for further details!.

A suboptimal measurement that has been suggested
detection measurement for unambiguous quantum-state
crimination between linearly independent pure quantu
states is the EPM@18–20#, in which the measurement vec
tors are proportional to the reciprocal states associated
the states to be distinguished. Specifically, the EPM co
sponding to a set of state vectors$uf i&,1< i<m% that collec-
tively spanH with prior probabilities$pi ,1< i<m% consists
of the measurement vectors$m i ,1< i<m%, where@20#

m i5Aln~CC* !21c i , 1< i<m. ~14!

Here uc i&5Apif i , C is the matrix of columnsuc i&, $l i ,1
< i<n% denote the eigenvalues ofCC* andln5minli . A
general condition under which the EPM is optimal for una
biguous quantum-state discrimination between linearly in
pendent pure quantum-states so that it maximizesPD subject
to PE50 was derived in Ref.@20#. It was also shown that for
GU state sets and for CGU state sets with generators s
fying a certain constraint, the EPM maximizesPD subject to
PE50.

In the following section we consider a generalization
the EPM to linearly dependent pure states and mixed sta
which we refer to as thescaled inverse measurement~SIM!.
We then use the necessary and sufficient conditions for o
mality of Theorem 1 to derive a general condition und
which the SIM maximizesPD subject toPI5b. In analogy
to the EPM, in Secs. V and VI we show that for GU state s
and CGU state sets with generators satisfying a certain c
straint, the SIM maximizesPD subject toPI5b for values
of b larger than a threshold, and derive explicit formulas
the optimal measurement operators.

IV. THE SIM AND THE OPTIMAL MEASUREMENT

A. The SIM

The SIM corresponding to a set of density operators$r i

5f if i* ,1< i<m% with eigenvectors that collectively spanH
9-4
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and prior probabilities$pi ,1< i<m% consists of the measure
ment operators$S i5m im i* ,0< i<m%, where

m i5g~CC* !21c i5gD21c i , 1< i<m, ~15!

and S05I 2( i 51
m m im i* . Here C is the matrix of ~block!

columns c i5Apif i and g is chosen suchPI5b and
( i 50

m P i5I . Note that since the eigenvectors of the$r i% col-
lectively spanH, the columns of the$c i% also together span
H, soCC* is invertible.

From Eq.~15!

(
i 51

m

m im i* 5g2D21S (
i 51

m

c ic i* DD215g2D21, ~16!

so that

S05I 2(
i 51

m

m im i* 5I 2g2D21. ~17!

It then follows that the probability of an inconclusive resu
using the SIM is

PI5Tr~DS0!5Tr~D!2g2Tr~ I !512ng2. ~18!

Therefore to satisfyPI5b,

g5A12b

n
. ~19!

In addition, from Eq. ~17! the SIM operators satisfy
( i 50

m P i5I if and only if g2<ln where$l i ,1< i<n% denote
the eigenvalues ofD5CC* andln5minli . From Eq.~19!
it follows that the SIM is defined only for values ofb satis-
fying

b>12nln5
n

bmin . ~20!

Since the factorsf i are not unique, the SIM factorsm i are
also not unique. Ifm i are the SIM factors corresponding
f i , then the SIM factors corresponding tof i85f iQi with
QiQi* 5I are m i85m iQi . Therefore, although the SIM fac
tors are not unique, the SIM operatorsS i5m im i* are unique.

In the case in which the prior probabilities are all equal
a constantp,

m i5
g

Ap
~FF* !21f i , 1< i<m, ~21!

whereF is the matrix of~block! columnsf i .
The SIM corresponding to a pure-state ensembleuf i&

consists of the measurement vectorsum i&5gD21uc i&, where
uc i&5Api uf i&. From Eq.~14! it follows that in the special
case in which the vectorsuf i& are linearly independent an
g5Aln, the SIM vectors are equal to the EPM vecto
From Eqs.~19! and ~20! we then have thatbmin is equal to
the probability of an inconclusive result when using t
EPM.
04230
.

B. Optimality of the SIM

For linearly independent pure quantum-states it w
shown in Ref.@20# that the SIM withg5Aln, or equiva-
lently the EPM, maximizesPD subject toPE50 for state
sets with equal prior probabilities and strong symmetry pr
erties. The smallest possible probability of an inconclus
result in this case isb5bmin given by Eq.~20!. Theorem 3
below asserts that for a large class of state sets, includ
those discussed in Ref.@20#, the SIM maximizesPD subject
to PI5b for b>bmin .

From the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theor
1 it follows that the SIM is optimal if and only if the mea
surement operatorsP̂ i5m im i* ,1< i<m andP̂05S0 defined
by Eqs. ~15! and ~17! satisfy Eqs.~9! and ~10! for some
Hermitian X̂ and constantd̂ satisfying Eqs.~7! and ~8!. A
sufficient condition for optimality of the SIM is given in th
following theorem, the proof of which is provided in Appen
dix B.

Theorem 3 (optimality of the SIM).Let $r i5f if i* ,1< i
<m% denote a collection of quantum-states with prior pro
abilities $pi ,1< i<m%. Let $S i5m im i* ,1< i<m% with $m i

5gD21c i ,1< i<m% and S05I 2( i 51
m S i denote the scaled

inverse measurement~SIM! operators corresponding to$c i

5Apif i ,1< i<m%, whereg25(12b)/n, D5CC* andC
is the matrix with block columnsc i , and letln5minli ,
wherel i are the eigenvalues ofD. Then the SIM maximizes
PD subject toPI5b for b>bmin with bmin512nln if for
each 1< i<m,

~1/g!m i* c i5c i* D21c i5aI ,

wherea is a constant independent ofi.
It is interesting to note that the condition of Theorem 3 f

the SIM to maximizePD subject toPI5b for b>bmin is
identical to the condition given in Theorem 1 of Ref.@11# for
the least-squares measurement@10,34#, or the square-root
measurement@9,35–39#, to maximizePD subject toPI50.
A similar result for the special case in which the dens
operators r i are rank-one operators of the formr i
5uf i&^f i u and the vectorsuf i& are linearly independent wa
derived in Ref.@37#. The least-squares measurement is
general a suboptimal measurement that has been empl
as a detection measurement in many applications~see e.g.,
Refs. @37–39#! and has many desirable properties. Its co
struction is relatively simple; it can be determined direc
from the given collection of states; it maximizesPD subject
to PI50 for pure-state ensembles@9,10# and mixed-state en
sembles@11# that exhibit certain symmetries; it is ‘‘pretty
good’’ when the states to be distinguished are equally lik
and almost orthogonal@35#; and it is asymptotically optima
@34,36#. Although the sufficient conditions given by Theore
3 and Theorem 1 of Ref.@11# are the same, the optima
measurements in both cases are different: the SRM con
of m measurement operatorsP i5m im i* ,1< i<m with mea-
surement factorsm i5(CC* )21/2c i ,1< i<m, and the SIM
consists ofm11 measurement operatorsP i5m im i* ,1< i
<m and P05I 2( i 51

m P i with measurement factorsm i

5g(CC* )21c i ,1< i<m, whereg25(12b)/n.
9-5
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We now try to gain some physical insight into the suf
cient condition of Theorem 3. First we note that, as we
pect, the conditionc i* D21c i5aI does not depend on th
choice of factorsf i . Indeed, iff i85f iQi is another factor
of r i with Qi satisfyingQiQi* 5I , and if C8 is the matrix of
block columnsc i85Apif i85Apif iQi , then it is easy to see
that (c i8)* (C8C8* )21c i85aI if and only if c i* D21c i
5aI .

Now, if the stater i5f if i* is transmitted with prior prob-
ability pi , then the probability of correctly detecting the sta
using measurement operators S i5m im i* is
piTr(m i* f if i* m i)5Tr(m i* c ic i* m i). It follows that if the
condition for optimality of Theorem 3 is met, then the pro
ability of correctly detecting each of the statesr i using the
SIM is the same.

For a pure-state ensemble consisting of density opera
r i5uf i&^f i u with prior probabilitiespi , the probability of
correct detection of thei th state is given byu^m i uc i&u2. Since
^m i uc i&5g^c i uD21uc i&>0 for any set of weighted vector
uc i&, ^m i uc i& is constant for alli if and only if u^m i uc i&u2 is
constant for alli. Therefore, we may interpret the conditio
in Theorem 3 for pure-state ensembles as follows. The S
is optimal for a set of statesuf i& with prior probabilitiespi
and forb>bmin if the probability of correctly detecting eac
one of the states using the SIM vectors is the same, reg
less of the specific state chosen.

For pure-state ensembles with linearly independent s
vectors we have already seen that the SIM withg5Aln is
equal to the EPM, and results inPE50. Furthermore, for
this choice of measurement vectors,PI5bmin , wherebmin is
given by Eq.~20!. SincePI1PD1PE51, it follows that the
EPM, or equivalently the SIM withg5Aln, maximizesPD
from all measurements that result inPI5bmin . We can now
use Theorem 3 to generalize this result to values ofb that are
larger thanbmin . Specifically, we have the following Corol
lary to Theorem 3.

Corollary 4. Let $r i5uf i&^f i u,1< i<m% denote a pure-
state ensemble with linearly independent vectorsuf i& and
prior probabilities $pi ,1< i<m%. Then the scaled-invers
measurement maximizesPD subject to PI5b for any b
>bmin .

Proof.From Theorem 3 the SIM maximizesPD subject to
PI5b for any b>bmin if ^c i u(CC* )21uc i& is independent
of i, where uc i&5Api uf i& and C is the matrix of columns
uc i&. Now, if the vectorsuf i& are linearly independent, the
m5n so thatC is invertible andC* (CC* )21C5I . Since
^c i u(CC* )uc i& is the i th diagonal element o
C* (CC* )21C, ^c i u(CC* )21uc i&51 for all i, and the
SIM is optimal. j

In the remainder of the paper, we use Theorem 3 to de
the optimal measurement for mixed and~not necessarily in-
dependent! pure-state sets with certain symmetry properti
The symmetry properties we consider are quite general,
include many cases of practical interest.

V. GEOMETRICALLY UNIFORM STATE SETS

In this section we considergeometrically uniform~GU!
@40# state sets in which the density operatorsr i are defined
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over a group of unitary matrices and are generated b
single generating matrix. We first obtain a convenient ch
acterization of the SIM for GU state sets, and show t
under a certain constraint on the generator the SIM is o
mal whenb>bmin . In particular, for~not necessarily inde-
pendent! pure-state ensembles the SIM is optimal. We th
show that for arbitrary GU state sets and arbitrary values
b, the optimal measurement is also GU, and we develop
efficient computational method for finding the optimal ge
erators.

Let G5$Ui ,1< i<m% be a finite group ofm unitary ma-
tricesUi . That is,G contains the identity matrixI, if G con-
tainsUi , then it also contains its inverseUi

215Ui* , and the
productUiU j of any two elements ofG is in G @41#.

A state set generated byG using a single generating op
eratorr is a setS5$r i5UirUi* ,UiPG%. The groupG is the
generating groupof S. Such a state set has strong symme
properties and is called GU. For consistency with the sy
metry of S, we will assume equiprobable prior probabilitie
on S.

If the state set$r i ,1< i<m% is GU, then we can always
choose factorsf i of r i such that$f i5Uif,UiPG%, where
f is a factor ofr, so that the factorsf i are also GU with
generatorf. In the remainder of this section we explicitl
assume that the factors are chosen to be GU.

A. Optimality of the SIM for GU States

For a GU state set with equal prior probabilities 1/m and
generating groupG, FF* commutes with each of the matr
ces UiPG @28,11#. Consequently,T5(FF* )21 also com-
mutes withUi for all i, so that from Eq.~21!,

m i5zTf i5zTUif5zUiTf5Uim, 1< i<m, ~22!

wherez5Amg and

m5z~FF* !21f. ~23!

It follows that the SIM factorsm i are also GU with generat
ing groupG and generatorm given by Eq.~23!. Therefore, to
compute the SIM factors for a GU state set all we need is
compute the generatorm. The remaining measurement fa
tors are then obtained by applying the groupG to m.

From Eq.~22! we have that

~1/g!m i* c i5
1

gAm
m* Ui* Uif5

1

gAm
m* f, ~24!

wheref andm are the generators of the state factors and
SIM factors, respectively. Thus, the probability of corre
detection of each one of the statesr i using the SIM is the
same, regardless of the state transmitted. This then imp
from Theorem 3 that for a~not necessarily independen!
pure-state GU ensemble the SIM is optimal whenb>bmin .
For a mixed-state ensemble, if the generatorf satisfies

f* ~FF* !21f5aI ~25!

for somea, then from Theorem 3 the SIM is again optima
9-6
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B. Example of a GU state set

We now consider an example demonstrating
ideas of the preceding section. Consider the state
$r i5uf i&^f i u,1< i<4% with equal prior probabilities
$pi51/4,1< i<4%, where $uf i&5Ui uf&,UiPG%. Here
G5$Ui ,1< i<4% is an Abelian group of unitary matrices

U15I 2 , U25F1 0

0 21G ,
U35F21 0

0 21G , U45F21 0

0 1G , ~26!

and the generating vector is

uf&5
1

2 F A3

21
G . ~27!

The matrixU2 represents a reflection about thex axis, U3
represents a rotation byp, and U4 represents a reflectio
about they axis. Applying the groupG to the generatoruf&,
the GU state vectors are

uf1&5uf&, uf2&5
1

2 FA3

1
G ,

uf3&5
1

2 F2A3

1
G , uf4&5

1

2 F2A3

21
G . ~28!

The GU state set of Eq.~28! is illustrated in Fig. 1.
From Eq.~22! it follows that the SIM vectors correspond

ing to the state set of Fig. 1 are also GU with genera
um&52g(FF* )21uf&, whereF is the matrix of columns
uf i& andg25(12b)/2. Hereb>bmin is the desired rate o
inconclusive results. Since

FF* 5F3 0

0 1G , ~29!

um& is given by

um&5gF 1

A3

21
G , ~30!

FIG. 1. Example of a GU state set.
04230
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and the smallest eigenvalue ofCC* 5(1/4)FF* is ln
51/4. From Eq.~20! it then follows thatbmin51/2, so that
the SIM is defined for values ofb satisfyingb>1/2. Apply-
ing the groupG to the generatorum&, the SIM vectors are

um1&5um&, um2&5gF 1

A3

1
G ,

um3&5gF 2
1

A3

1
G , um4&5gF 2

1

A3

21
G . ~31!

Comparing Eq.~31! with Eq. ~28! it is evident that the
SIM vectors have the same symmetries as the original s
vectors, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The probability of correct detection using the SIM ve
tors, given that a conclusive result was obtained, is

1

m (
i 51

m

u^m i uf i&u25u^muf&u2512b, b>
1

2
. ~32!

Since, as we have seen in Sec. V A, for GU pure-state
the SIM maximizesPD subject toPI5b for any b>1/2, it
follows that the probability of correct detectionPD, given
that a conclusive result was obtained, using any set of m
surement operators$P i ,0< i<m% with PI5b satisfies

PD<12b, b>
1

2
. ~33!

Recall that the motivation for allowing for inconclusiv
results is to be able to increase the probability of corr
detection with respect to the probability of correct detect
attainable whenPI50. Since the state set of Fig. 1 is GU
the measurement that maximizesPD subject toPI50 is the
least-squares measurement with measurement vectorsux i&

FIG. 2. Symmetry property of the state vectorsuf i& given by
Eq. ~28! and the scaled-inverse measurement~SIM! vectors um i&
which are given by Eq.~31!. The state vectors and the SIM vecto
both have the same symmetry properties.
9-7
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5(FF* )21/2uf i& @10,11#. The vectorsux i& are also GU with
generating groupG and generating vector

ux&5~FF* !21/2uf&5
1

2 F 1

21G . ~34!

The probability of correct detection using the least-squa
measurement vectorsux i& is

PD5
1

m (
i 51

m

u^x i uf i&u25u^xuf&u250.467. ~35!

Thus, the largest probability of correct detection attaina
whenPI50 is equal to 0.467.

If we allow for a probabilityb51/2 of inconclusive re-
sults, then from Eq.~32! the largest possible probability o
correct detection is equal to 1/2 which is larger than 0.4
Thus, as we expect, by allowing for a nonzero probability
an inconclusive result, we can increase the probability
correct detection.

C. Optimal measurement for arbitrary GU states

If the generatorf does not satisfy Eq.~25!, or if b
,bmin , then the SIM is no longer guaranteed to be optim
Nonetheless, Proposition 5 below asserts that for a GU s
set with generating groupG, the optimal measurement oper
tors that maximizePD subject toPI5b for any b are also
GU with generating groupG. As we show, the optimal gen
erator can be determined efficiently within any desired ac
racy in polynomial time.

Proposition 5. Let S5$r i5UirUi* ,UiPG% be a geo-
metrically uniform~GU! state set with equal prior probabil
ties on ann-dimensional Hilbert space, generated by a fin
groupG of unitary matrices, wherer is an arbitrary generato
and let$P̂ i ,0< i<m% denote the measurement operators t
maximize PD subject toPI5b for any b,1. Then$P̂ i ,1
< i<m% are also GU with generating groupG.

Proof. Suppose that the optimal measurement opera
that maximize

J~$P i%!5(
i 51

m

Tr~r iP i !, ~36!

subject to

PI~$P i%!512
1

m
TrS (

i , j 51

m

r iP j D 5b, ~37!

are P̂ i and letĴ5J($P̂ i%). Let r ( j ,i ) be the mapping from
I3I to I with I5$1, . . . ,m%, defined by r ( j ,i )5k if
U j* Ui5Uk . Then the measurement operatorsP̂ i

( j )

5U jP̂ r ( j ,i )U j* ,1< i<m and P̂0
( j )5I 2( i 51

m P̂ i
( j ) for any 1

< j <m are also optimal. Indeed, sinceP̂ i>0,1< i<m and

( i 51
m P̂ i<I , P̂ i

( j )>0,1< i<m and
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m

P̂ i
( j )5U j S (

i 51

m

P̂ i DU j* <U jU j* 5I . ~38!

Using the fact thatr i5UirUi* for some generatorr for any
1< j <m,

J~$P̂ i
( j )%!5(

i 51

m

Tr~rUi* U jP̂ r ( j ,i )U j* Ui !

5 (
k51

m

Tr~rUk* P̂kUk!

5(
i 51

m

Tr~r iP̂ i !

5 Ĵ. ~39!

Finally for any 1< j <m,

TrS (
i ,s51

m

r iP̂s
( j )D 5TrS (

i ,s51

m

U j* UirUi* U jP̂ r ( j ,s)D
5TrS (

i ,k51

m

UirUi* P̂kD
5TrS (

i ,k51

m

r iP̂kD , ~40!

so that from Eq.~37!, PI($P̂ i
( j )%)5PI($P̂ i%).

Since the measurement operatorsP̂ i
( j ) are optimal for any

j, it follows immediately that the measurement operat
$P̄ i5(1/m)( j 51

m P̂ i
( j ),1< i<m% and P̄05I 2( i 51

m P̄ i are
also optimal. Now, for any 1< i<m,

P̄ i5
1

m (
j 51

m

U jP̂ r ( j ,i )U j* 5
1

m (
k51

m

UiUk* P̂kUkUi*

5UiS 1

m (
k51

m

Uk* P̂kUkDUi* 5UiP̂Ui* , ~41!

whereP̂5(1/m)(k51
m Uk* P̂kUk . We therefore conclude tha

the optimal measurement operators can always be chose
be GU with generating groupG. j

From Proposition 5 it follows that the optimal measur
ment operators satisfyP i5UiPUi* ,1< i<m for some gen-
eratorP. Thus, to find the optimal measurement operat
all we need is to find the generatorP. The remaining opera-
tors are obtained by applying the groupG to P.

Sincer i5UirUi* , Tr(r iP i)5Tr(rP), and the problem
~2! reduces to the maximization problem

max
PPB

Tr~rP!, ~42!

whereB is the set ofn3n Hermitian operators, subject t
the constraints
9-8
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P>0,

(
i 51

m

UiPUi* <I ,

12TrS (
i 51

m

UirUiP D 5b. ~43!

The problem of Eqs.~42! and~43! is a ~convex! semidefi-
nite programming problem, and therefore the optimalP can
be computed very efficiently in polynomial time within an
desired accuracy@24,25,27#, for example, using the LMI
toolbox on Matlab. Note that the problem of Eqs.~42! and
~43! hasn2 real unknowns and 3 constraints, in contrast w
the original maximization problem~2! subject to Eqs.~1! and
~4! which hasmn2 real unknowns andm12 constraints.

We summarize our results regarding GU state sets in
following theorem.

Theorem 6 (GU state sets).Let S5$r i5UirUi* ,UiPG%
be a geometrically uniform~GU! state set with equal prio
probabilities on ann-dimensional Hilbert space, generate
by a finite groupG of m unitary matrices, wherer5ff* is
an arbitrary generator, and letF be the matrix of columns
f i5Uif. Then the scaled inverse measurement~SIM! with
PI5b is given by the measurement operatorsS i5m im i* ,0
< i<m with

m i5Uim, 1< i<m,

where

m5Amg~FF* !21f,

g25(12b)/n, and S05I 2( i 51
m m im i* . The SIM has the

following properties.
~1! The measurement operatorsS i ,1< i<m are GU with

generating groupG;
~2! the probability of correctly detecting each of the sta

r i using the SIM is the same;
~3! if f* (FF* )21f5aI for some a, then the SIM

maximizesPD subject toPI5b for b>12nln whereln is
the smallest eigenvalue of (1/m)( i 51

m r i ; in particular, if f
5uf& is a vector so that the state set is a pure-state
semble, then the SIM maximizesPD subject toPI5b for
any b>12nln .

For an arbitrary generatorf the optimal measuremen
operatorsP̂ i ,1< i<m that maximizePD subject toPI5b
for anyb are also GU with generating groupG and generator
P that maximizes Tr(rP) subject to P>0,( i 51

m UiPUi*
<I , and Tr(( i 51

m UirUiP)512b.

VI. COMPOUND GEOMETRICALLY UNIFORM
STATE SETS

We now consider compound geometrically uniform
~CGU! @28# state sets which consist of subsets that are G
As we show, the SIM operators are also CGU so that t
can be computed using aset of generators. Under a certai
04230
e

s

n-
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condition on the generators and forb>bmin , we show that
the optimal measurement associated with a CGU state s
equal to the SIM. For arbitrary CGU state sets and arbitr
values ofb we show that the optimal measurement operat
are CGU, and we derive an efficient computational meth
for finding the optimal generators.

A CGU state set is defined as a set of density opera
S5$r ik5f ikf ik* ,1< i< l ,1<k<r % such thatr ik5UirkUi* ,
where the matrices$Ui ,1< i< l % are unitary and form a
groupG, and the operators$rk,1<k<r % are the generators
We assume equiprobable prior probabilities onS.

If the state set$r ik,1< i< l ,1<k<r % is CGU, then we can
always choose factorsf ik of r ik such that$f ik5Uifk,1< i
< l %, wherefk is a factor ofrk , so that the factorsf ik are
also CGU with generators$fk,1<k<r %. In the remainder of
this section we explicitly assume that the factors are cho
to be CGU.

A CGU state set is in general not GU. However, for eve
k, the matrices$f ik,1< i< l % and the operators$r ik,1< i
< l % are GU with generating groupG.

An example of a CGU state set is illustrated in Fig. 3.
this example the state set is$r ik5uf ik&^f iku,1< i ,k<2%,
where$uf ik&5Ui ufk&,UiPG%, G5$I 2 ,U% with

U5
1

2 F 1 A3

A3 21
G , ~44!

and the generating vectors are

uf1&5
1

A2
F1

1G , uf2&5
1

A2
F 1

21G . ~45!

The matrixU represents a reflection about the dashed line
Fig. 3. Thus, the vectoruf21& is obtained by reflecting the
generatoruf11& about this line, and similarly the vectoruf22&
is obtained by reflecting the generatoruf12& about this line.

As can be seen from the figure, the state set is not GU
particular, there is no isometry that transformsuf11& into

FIG. 3. A compound geometrically uniform pure-state set. T
state setsS15$uf11&,uf21&% and S25$uf12&,uf22&% are both geo-
metrically uniform~GU! with the same generating group; both se
are invariant under a reflection about the dashed line. However
combined setS5$uf11&,uf21&,uf12&,uf22&% is no longer GU.
9-9
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uf12& while leaving the set invariant. However, the setsS1

5$uf11&,uf21&% and S25$uf12&,uf22&% are both GU with
generating groupG.

A. Optimality of the SIM for CGU state sets

With F denoting the matrix of~block! columnsf ik , it
was shown in Refs.@11,28# that FF* , and consequentlyT
5(FF* )21, commutes with each of the matricesUiPG.
Thus, the SIM operators areS ik5m ikm ik* ,1< i< l ,1<k<r
with

m ik5zTf ik5zTUifk5Uimk , ~46!

wherez5gAlr and

mk5zTfk5gAlr ~FF* !21fk . ~47!

Therefore, the SIM factors are also CGU with generat
groupG and generatorsmk given by Eq.~47!. To compute the
SIM factors all we need is to compute the generatorsmk .
The remaining measurement factors are then obtained by
plying the groupG to each of the generators.

From Eq.~46!,

m ik* f ik5mk* Ui* Uifk5mk* fk , ~48!

so that from Theorem 3 the SIM is optimal if

mk* fk5gAlr fk* Tfk5aI , 1<k<r ~49!

for some constanta.

B. CGU state sets with GU generators

A special class of CGU state sets isCGU state sets with
GU generatorsin which the generators$rk5fkfk* ,1<k
<r % and the factorsfk are themselves GU. Specificall
$fk5Vkf% for some generatorf, where the matrices
$Vk,1<k<r % are unitary, and form a groupQ.

Suppose thatUi andVk commute up to a phase factor fo
all i and k so thatUiVk5VkUie

j u( i ,k), whereu( i ,k) is an
arbitrary phase function that may depend on the indicesi and
k. In this case we say thatG andQ commute up to a phas
factor and that the corresponding state set isCGU with com-
muting GU generators. ~In the special case in whichu50 so
that UiVk5VkUi for all i ,k, the resulting state set is GU
@28#!. Then for alli ,k, FF* commutes withUiVk @11#, and
the SIM factorsm ik are given by

m ik5zTf ik5zTUiVkf5UiVkm̄, ~50!

wherem̄5zTf andz5gAlr . Thus even though the state s
is not in general GU, the SIM factors can be computed us
a single generator.

Alternatively, we can expressm ik as m ik5Uimk , where
the generatorsmk are given by

mk5Vkm̄. ~51!
04230
g

p-

g

From Eq.~51! it follows that the generatorsmk are GU with
generating groupQ5$Vk,1<k<r % and generatorm̄. Then
for all k,

mk* fk5m̄* Vk* Vkf5m̄* f. ~52!

If in addition,

m̄* f5gf* Tf5aI ~53!

for somea, then combining Eqs.~48!, ~52!, and ~53! with
Theorem 3 we conclude that the SIM is optimal. In partic
lar, for a pure-state ensemble,m̄* f is a scalar so that Eq
~53! is always satisfied. Therefore, for a pure CGU state
with commuting GU generators, the SIM maximizesPD sub-
ject to PI5b for b>bmin .

C. Optimal measurement for arbitrary CGU states

If the generatorsfk do not satisfy Eq.~49!, or if b
,bmin , then the SIM is no longer guaranteed to be optim
Nonetheless, in a manner similar to that of Sec. V C,
show that the optimal measurement operators that maxim
PD subject toPI5b are CGU with generating groupG. The
corresponding generators can be computed very efficientl
polynomial time within any desired accuracy.

Proposition 7. Let S5$r ik5UirkUi* ,1< i< l ,1<k<r %
be a compound geometrically uniform~CGU! state set with
equal prior probabilities on ann-dimensional Hilbert space
generated by a finite groupG of unitary matrices and genera
torsrk and let$P̂ ik,1< i<,1<k<r % andP̂0 denote the mea-
surement operators that maximizePD subject toPI5b for
any b,1. Then$P̂ ik,1< i< l ,1<k<r % are also CGU with
generating groupG.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Propositio
5 and is given in Appendix C. j

From Proposition 7 it follows that the optimal measur
ment operators satisfyP ik5UiPkUi* ,1< i< l ,1<k<r for
some generatorsPk,1<k<r . Thus, to find the optimal mea
surement operators all we need is to find the optimal gen
tors Pk,1<k<r . The remaining operators are obtained
applying the groupG to each of the generators.

Since r ik5UirkUi* , Tr(r ikP ik)5Tr(rkPk), and the
problem~2! reduces to the maximization problem

max
PkPB

(
k51

r

Tr~rkPk!, ~54!

subject to the constraints

Pk>0, 1<k<r ,

(
i 51

l

(
k51

r

UiPkUi* <I ,

12
1

r
TrS (

i 51

l

(
k,l 51

r

UirkUiP l D 5b. ~55!
9-10
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The problem of Eqs.~54! and~55! is a ~convex! semidefi-
nite programming problem, and therefore the optimal g
eratorsPk can be computed very efficiently in polynomi
time within any desired accuracy@24,25,27#, for example,
using the LMI toolbox on Matlab. Note that the problem
Eqs. ~54! and ~55! has rn2 real unknowns andr 12 con-
straints, in contrast with the original maximization~2! sub-
ject to Eqs.~1! and ~4! which haslrn 2 real unknowns and
lr 12 constraints.

We summarize our results regarding CGU state sets in
following theorem.

Theorem 8 (CGU state sets).Let S5$r ik5UirkUi* ,1
< i< l ,1<k<r % be a compound geometrically uniform
~CGU! state set with equal prior probabilities on a
n-dimensional Hilbert space generated by a finite groupG of
unitary matrices and generators$rk5fkfk* ,1<k<r %, and
let F be the matrix of columnsf ik5Uifk . Then the scaled
inverse measurement~SIM! with PI5b is given by the mea-
surement operatorsS ik5m ikm ik* ,1< i< l ,1<k<r andS05I
2( i ,km ikm ik* with

m ik5Uimk ,

where

mk5Arl g~FF* !21fk ,

andg25(12b)/n. The SIM has the following properties.
~1! The measurement operatorsS ik,1< i< l ,1<k<r are

CGU with generating groupG;
~2! the probability of correctly detecting each of the sta

f ik for fixed k using the SIM is the same;
~3! if fk* (FF* )21fk5aI for somea and for 1<k<r ,

then the SIM maximizesPD subject toPI5b with b>1
2nln whereln is the smallest eigenvalue of (1/lr )( i ,kr ik .

If in addition the generators$fk5Vkf,1<k<r % are geo-
metrically uniform withUiVk5VkUie

j u( i ,k) for all i ,k, then
~1! m ik5UiVkm̄ where m̄5Arl g(FF* )21f so that the

SIM operators are CGU with geometrically uniform gene
tors;

~2! the probability of correctly detecting each of the sta
f ik using the SIM is the same;

~3! if f* (FF* )21f5aI for some a, then the SIM
maximizesPD subject toPI5b with b>12nln . In par-
ticular, if f5uf& is a vector so that the state set is a pu
state ensemble, then the SIM maximizesPD subject toPI
5b with b>12nln .

For arbitrary CGU state sets the optimal measurement
erators P̂ ik,1< i< l ,1<k<r that maximizePD subject to
PI5b for any b are CGU with generating groupG and
generatorsPk that maximize(k51

r Tr(rkPk) subject to

Pk>0,1<k<r , ( i ,kUiPkUi* <I ,

and

Tr~( i 51
l (k,l 51

r UirkUiP l !5r ~12b!.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the optimal measurement
erators that maximize the probability of correct detecti
given a fixed probabilityb of an inconclusive result, when
distinguishing between a collection ofmixedquantum states
We first derived a set of necessary and sufficient conditi
for optimality by exploiting principles of duality theory in
vector space optimization. Using these conditions, we
rived a general condition under which the SIM is optim
We then considered state sets with a broad class of symm
properties for which the SIM is optimal. Specifically, w
showed that for GU state sets and for CGU state sets w
generators that satisfy certain constraints and for values ob
exceeding a threshold, the SIM is optimal. We also show
that for arbitrary GU and CGU state sets and for arbitra
values ofb, the optimal measurement operators have
same symmetries as the original state sets. Therefore
compute the optimal measurement operators, we need
to compute the corresponding generators. As we showed
generators can be computed very efficiently in polynom
time within any desired accuracy by solving a semidefin
programming problem.
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APPENDIX A: NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT
CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMALITY

Denote byL the set of all ordered sets

P5$P i% i 50
m ,P iPB

satisfying Eq. ~1! and ~4! with b,1, and defineJ(P)
5( i 51

m piTr(r iP i). Then our problem is

max
PPL

J~P!. ~A1!

We refer to this problem as the primal problem, and to a
PPL as a primal feasible point. The optimal value ofJ(P)
is denoted byĴ.

To derive necessary and sufficient conditions for optim
ity, we now formulate adual problemwhose optimal value
serves as a certificate forĴ. As described in Ref.@5#, a gen-
eral method for deriving a dual problem is to invoke t
separating hyperplane theorem@42#, which states that two
disjoint convex sets@45# can always be separated by a h
perplane. We will take one convex set to be the point 0, a
then carefully construct another convex set that does not c
tain 0, and that captures the equality constraints in the pri
problem and the fact that for any primal feasible point, t
value of the primal function is no larger than the optim
value. The dual variables will then emerge from the para
eters of the separating hyperplane.
9-11
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In our problem we have two equality constrain
( i 50

m P i5I and Tr(DP0)5b and we know thatĴ>J(P).
Our constructed convex set will accordingly consist of m
trices of the form2I 1( i 50

m P i , whereP iPB and P i>0,
scalars of the formb2Tr(DP0), and scalars of the formr
2J(P), wherer . Ĵ. We thus consider the real vector spa

L5B3R3R5$~S,x,y!: SPB, x,yPR%,

whereR denotes the reals, with inner product defined by

^~W,z,t !,~S,x,y!&5Tr~WS!1zx1ty. ~A2!

We then define the subsetV of L as points of the form

V5S 2I 1(
i 50

m

P i ,b2Tr~DP0!,r 2(
i 51

m

piTr~P ir i !D ,

~A3!

whereP iPB,P i>0,r PR and r . Ĵ.
It is easily verified thatV is convex, and 0¹V. There-

fore, by the separating hyperplane theorem, there exis
nonzero vector (Z,a,b)PL such that ^(Z,a,b),(Q,c,d)&
>0 for all (Q,c,d)PV, i.e.,

TrXZS 2I 1(
i 50

m

P i D C1b„b2Tr~DP0!…

1aS r 2(
i 51

m

piTr~P ir i !D>0 ~A4!

for all P iPB and r PR such thatP i>0, r . Ĵ.
As we now show, the hyperplane parameters (Z,a,b)

have to satisfy certain constraints, which lead to the form
lation of the dual problem. Specifically, Eq.~A4! with P i

50, r→ Ĵ implies

aĴ>Tr~Z!2bb. ~A5!

Similarly, Eq. ~A4! with r 5 Ĵ11, P j50 for j Þ i , P i
5tux&^xu for one value 1< i<m, whereux&PCn is fixed and
t→1` yields ^xuZ2apir i ux&>0. Sinceux& and i are arbi-
trary, this implies

Z>apir i , 1< i<m. ~A6!

With r 5 Ĵ11, P j50 for j Þ0, P05tux&^xu, where ux&
PCn is fixed and t→1`, ~A4! yields ^xuZ2bDux&>0,
which implies

Z>bD. ~A7!

With P i50,0< i<m, r→1`, Eq. ~A4! implies a>0. If a
50, then Eq.~A5! yields Tr(Z)<bb,b and ~A7! yields
Tr(Z)>b. Therefore we conclude thata.0, and defineX̂
5Z/a, d̂5b/a. Then Eq.~A5! implies that

T~X̂,d̂ !< Ĵ, ~A8!
04230
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whereT(X,d)5Tr(X)2db, Eq. ~A6! implies thatX̂>pir i

for 1< i<m, and Eq.~A7! implies thatX̂>d̂D.
Let G be the set ofXPB, dPR satisfyingX>pir i ,1< i

<m andX>dD. Then for anyX,dPG, PPL, we have

T~X,d!2J~P!5TrS (
i 51

m

P i~X2pir i !D
1Tr„P0~X2dD!…>0. ~A9!

Since X̂PG, from Eqs. ~A8! and ~A9! we conclude that
T(X̂,d̂)5 Ĵ.

Thus we have proven that the dual problem associa
with Eq. ~A1! is

min
XPB,dPR

$Tr~X!2db%, ~A10!

subject to

X>pir i , 1< i<m,

X>dD. ~A11!

Furthermore, we have shown that there exists an opti
X̂,d̂PG and an optimal valueT̂5T(X̂,d̂) such thatT̂5 Ĵ.

Let P̂ i denote the optimal measurement operators. T
combining Eq.~A9! with T̂5 Ĵ, we conclude that

~X̂2pir i !P̂ i50, 1< i<m,

~X̂2 d̂D!P̂050. ~A12!

Once we find the optimalX̂ and d̂ that minimize the dual
problem Eq.~A10!, the constraints Eq.~A12! are necessary
and sufficient conditions on the optimal measurement op
tors P̂ i . We have already seen that these conditions are n
essary. To show that they are sufficient, we note that if a
of feasible measurement operatorsP i satisfies~A12!, then
( i 51

m Tr„P i(X̂2pir i)…50 and Tr„(X̂2 d̂D)P̂0…50 so that

from ~A9!, J(P)5T(X̂,d̂)5 Ĵ.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 3

In this appendix we prove Theorem 3. Specifically, w
show that for a set of statesr i5f if i* with prior probabili-
ties pi , if (1/g)m i* c i5aI ,1< i<m, where m i

5g(CC* )21c i5gD21c i are the SIM factors andc i

5Apif i , then there exists an HermitianX and a constantd
such that

X>c ic i* , 1< i<m, ~B1!

X>dD, ~B2!

~X2c ic i* !m im i* 50, 1< i<m, ~B3!

~X2dD!~ I 2g2D21!50. ~B4!
9-12
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Let X5aD andd5a. Then Eqs.~B2! and ~B4! are im-
mediately satisfied. Next, since aI 5c i* D21c i

5c i* D21/2D21/2c i , it follows that

aI>D21/2c ic i* D21/2. ~B5!

Multiplying both sides of Eq.~B5! by D1/2 we have

aD>c ic i* , ~B6!

which verifies that the conditions~B1! are satisfied.
Finally,

~X2c ic i* !m i5agDD21c i2agc i50, ~B7!

so that the conditions~B3! are also satisfied.

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 7

Suppose that the optimal measurement operators
maximize

J~$P ik%!5(
i 51

l

(
k51

r

Tr~r ikP ik!, ~C1!

subject to

PI~$P ik%!512
1

lr
TrS (

i , j 51

l

(
k,s51

r

r ikP jsD 5b, ~C2!

are P̂ ik , and let Ĵ5J($P̂ ik%). Let r ( j ,i ) be the mapping
from I3I to I with I5$1, . . . ,l %, defined byr ( j ,i )5s if
U j* Ui5Us . Then the measurement operatorsP̂ ik

( j )

5U jP̂ r ( j ,i )kU j* for any 1< j < l are also optimal. Indeed
since P̂ ik>0,1< i< l ,1<k<r and ( i 51

l (k51
r P̂ ik<I , P̂ ik

( j )

>0,1< i< l ,1<k<r and

(
i 51

l

(
k51

r

P̂ ik
( j )5U j S (

i 51

l

(
k51

r

P̂ ikDU j* <U jU j* 5I . ~C3!

Using the fact thatr ik5UirkUi* for some generatorsrk ,
ry

In

ry

ns

04230
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J~$P̂ ik
( j )%!5(

i 51

l

(
k51

r

Tr~rkUi* U jP̂ r ( j ,i )kU j* Ui !

5(
s51

l

(
k51

r

Tr~rkUs* P̂skUs!

5(
i 51

l

(
k51

r

Tr~r ikP̂ ik!5 Ĵ. ~C4!

Finally,

TrS (
i ,s51

l

(
k,t51

r

r ikP̂st
( j )D 5TrS (

i ,s51

l

(
k,t51

r

U j* UirkUi* U jP̂stD
5TrS (

i ,s51

l

(
k,t51

r

UirkUi* P̂stD
5TrS (

i ,s51

l

(
k,t51

r

r ikP̂stD , ~C5!

so that from Eq.~C2!, PI($P̂ ik
( j )%)5PI($P̂ ik%).

Since the measurement operatorsP̂ ik
( j ) are optimal for any

j, it follows immediately that the measurement operat
$P̄ ik5(1/l )( j 51

l P̂ ik
( j ),1< i< l ,1<k<r % and P̄05I 2( i ,kP̄ ik

are also optimal. Now, for any 1< i< l ,1<k<r ,

P̄ ik5
1

l (
j 51

l

U jP̂ r ( j ,i )kU j* 5
1

l (
s51

l

UiUs* P̂skUsUi*

5UiS 1

l (
s51

l

Us* P̂skUsDUi* 5UiP̂kUi* , ~C6!

whereP̂k5(1/l )(s51
l Us* P̂skUs .

We therefore conclude that the optimal measurement
erators can always be chosen to be CGU with the same
erating groupG as the original state set. Thus, to find th
optimal measurement operators all we need is to find

optimal generators$P̂k,1<k<r %. The remaining operators
are obtained by applying the groupG to each of the genera
tors.
J.
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